
nginx uwsgi (upstream)
ELB

What matters if reloading uwsgi takes a lot of 
time:

- Listen queue 
- connect timeout: This timeout enters the 

game in the time slice between uWSGI?s bind 
to an interface (or inheritance of it) and the 

call to accept()

Our problems:
1- Killing (reloading?) uwsgi takes a lot of time 

due to running threads/requests!
2- Stuck workers prevent handling incoming 

requests

timeout of health_check is 5 
seconds

idle timeout: 60 secs
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uwsgi:
# Set the socket listen queue size

listen=100
# Enable harakiri mode with 2 minutes

#harakiri=120
# Enable uwsgi stats for monitoring

stats=127.0.0.1:9002
stats-http=true

worker-reload-mercy=60 (default), we might need to decrease it!
reload-mercy=? not important!

Another important step of graceful reload is to avoid destroying 
workers/threads that are still managing requests. Obviously requests could 
be stuck, so you should have a timeout for running workers (in uWSGI it is 

called the ?worker?s mercy? and it has a default value of 60 seconds).

nginx:
backlog=1024

uwsgi_connect_timeout 60s; (default) maybe sufficient?
uwsgi_read_timeout 60s; (default) we might need to increase it!

# of worker_processes and # of worker_connections (i.e., the maximum 
number of connections that each worker process can handle 

simultaneously)

Kernel:
- Increase kernel default limit so that you can increase 

the listene queue size (128 by default!)

File descriptors are operating system resources used to 
represent connections and open files, among other 
things. NGINX can use up to two file descriptors per 

connection. For example, if NGINX is proxying, it 
generally uses one file descriptor for the client 

connection and another for the connection to the proxied 
server, though this ratio is much lower if HTTP 

keepalives are used. For a system serving a large 
number of connections, the following settings might 

need to be adjusted:
sys.fs.file_max ? The system?wide limit for file 

descriptors
nofile ? The user file descriptor limit, set in the 

/etc/security/limits.conf file
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